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Vivace ~ Shiny & matte glass with hand brushed underglazing 

BLOCK PATTERN

Cliff VOVE504

VOVE518

VOVE522 VOVE525

VOVE507

VOVE516

VOVE512Frost

Cranber-

Marsh

Cacao

Beryl

Wheat

The Block Pattern can be used in full 
sheets for field tile or cut into feature 
strips or accent dots.

Detail illustrating hand brushed 
underglazing.

Pattern combines both shiny and matte finishes with lively hand brushed underglazing in color mixtures that are both dynamic 
and vivacious. The pieces are mounted on approximate square foot sheets. 

See reverse side for usage, 
setting guidelines and other 
product information.

(VOVE---/BP) Combination of 1 x 1’s, 1 x 2’s and 2 x 2’s



TSVOVE/130807

Setting Guidelines

Glass can vary within each run and from production run to 
production run. Glass tile may be susceptible to scratching in 
handling and installation, as well as use. Expect irregularities 
in brush marks and variation in color. These are inherent 
characteristics of a hand brushed product. Matte pieces may 
have some residue as a result of the etching process.

Brochure colors are intended as a guide only and may vary 
from actual tile. Please check tile samples before making 
final selections.

Glass requires special installation: Only use white adhesive 
with high adhesion and elasticity which are especially 
recommended for installing glass. All substrates should be 
properly reinforced to be sure that there is no movement. 
For mortar installations, the mortar bed has to be cured 
(less than 2% humidity) and has to have proper reinforcing. 
Please refer to the TCNA Handbook for specific information 
regarding installation of glass tile. 

Product Information

Vivace Usage
Vivace is suitable for interior walls that get some 
moisture, like shower walls, but should not be used in 
steam showers, saunas or any area submerged in water. 
For pool or other wet area projects, face-mounted 
material may be available on a special order basis 
depending on quantity and time. They may also be 
suitable for low traffic interior floors but scratching will 
occur.


